Blood Study for Shuzi Bracelets

Live Blood Cell Analysis
Darkfield Microscopy Blood Tests

CH, sample 1 shows blood of subject CH before using a Shuzi bracelet and a considerable amount of detritus is observed between the cells.

CH, sample 2 shows blood of subject CH after wearing a Shuzi bracelet for half an hour and already in this short timeframe the blood looks much cleaner, or more pure and healthy.
CH, sample 1b, 3 hours later looks at the same sample 1, that has been allowed to sit and age for 3 hours. It shows the potential for deterioration for CH, in that numerous advanced forms of the somatid cycle are seen (stage 13 - see link below).

The blood is stressed after being extracted from the body, aging and deteriorating on the slide and shows what could likely happen in the body under stressful conditions. In other words, it is an early warning sign that health-related problems could develop if lifestyle issues are not changed.

Somatids: Sub-cellular entities in the blood as detailed in the work of world famous scientists, Canadian Gaston Naessens and German Gunther Enderlein. The following website will give details and diagrams of the somatid cycle as described by Naessens.
http://www.hbci.com/~wenonah/new/somatid.htm

CH, sample 2b, 3 hours later looks at the same sample 2, that has been allowed to sit and age for 3 hours. Even though some of the red cells are starting to dehydrate and shrink, there is no evidence of advanced forms of the somatid cycle. This would indicate a much greater health potential for CH, most likely because stresses on his body have been reduced by the wearing of the Shuzi product.
CH, sample 3, 6 days later shows the blood of subject CH after having worn a Shuzi bracelet for 6 days. The blood now looks very healthy and clearly shows no signs of any undesirable aspects. It is rare to find a person with blood in such a healthy condition. Again, these results are attributed to the Shuzi product, as no other significant lifestyle changes were made.

CH, sample 3b, 5 hours later looks at the same sample 3, that has been allowed to sit and age for 5 hours. Even though this is a longer period of stress than given to samples 1 and 2, the blood still appears to be in a very healthy condition. The red cells themselves still look viable and none of the advanced forms of the somatid cycle are seen. (The somatids that are gathering near the red cells have lost the polarity that keeps them separate, because of the age of the sample.) The logical conclusion would be that subject CH now has a much greater potential for health than at the time of taking sample 1 prior to wearing a Shuzi bracelet. The wearing of a Shuzi appears to give the blood a higher energy potential which tends to preserve the blood in a healthy state once it is removed from the body. This finding was consistent with all subjects.
NT, sample 1 shows blood of subject NT before wearing a Shuzi bracelet and there are signs of hormonal imbalance, indicated by the abnormal (lemon) shape of the red cells.

NT sample 2, shows blood of subject NT after wearing a Shuzi bracelet for half an hour and already the red cells have returned to a normal shape, indicating a very positive effect.
NT sample 3, 6 days later shows blood of subject NT after having worn a Shuzi bracelet for 6 days. The red cells look very healthy and there are no advanced stages of the somatid cycle. Again, overall the blood is now much healthier looking and far above average in quality.

NT sample 3b, 5 hours later looks at the same sample 3 that has been allowed to sit and age for 5 hours, causing considerable stress to the sample. There are none of the advanced stages of the somatid cycle and no return of any hormonal indications. In conclusion, subject NT now has much greater health potential when compared to sample 1 prior to wearing the Shuzi product.
LP sample 1 shows blood of subject LP prior to wearing a Shuzi bracelet and numerous advanced stages (stage 13) of the somatid cycle are seen, indicating a serious potential for deteriorating health for subject LP.

LP sample 2 shows the blood of subject LP after wearing a Shuzi bracelet for three weeks. The red cells are more regular in shape and there are no advanced stages of the somatid cycle. The potential for health for subject LP appears to be greatly enhanced, most likely from the protective and energy enhancing effect of the Shuzi. Again, no other significant lifestyle changes were made.
LK sample 1 shows blood of subject LK prior to wearing a Shuzi bracelet. Numerous shadowy red cells are visible, indicating insufficient hemoglobin.

LK sample 2 shows blood of subject LK after wearing a Shuzi bracelet for 3 weeks. The red cells are looking healthy and normal and there are no advanced stages of the somatid cycle. The potential for better health for subject LK now appears to have increased. Again, this is attributed to the many beneficial qualities of the Shuzi.

All the test subjects reported noticeable beneficial changes in their well-being, including a more positive attitude, greater energy, balanced emotions, healthier physical appearance (as remarked upon by friends), and a lower stress level.

As no other lifestyle changes were made, obviously the Shuzi bracelet had created a very beneficial effect on the health of the subjects overall and was protecting them from the effects of various stresses in their lives, or enhancing their resistance to these stresses.
Testing conducted by Leagh Hancen.
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Information Regarding the Trainer for Life Blood Analysis:
Michael Coyle is a Nutritionally-Oriented Natural Therapist and Microbiological Researcher. In 1967, at the age of 17, Michael began his experimentations with dietary approaches to healing, following the works of the developer of Macrobiotics, George Osawa. This led him to make a synthesis of both Oriental approaches and Western Naturopathic approaches as described by Dr. Paavo Airola, ND. Michael has been applying and researching complementary healing modalities for more than 30 years. He has also worked extensively with herbal, homeopathic, isopathic, nutritional, nootropic and energetic therapies.